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Summary

In this paper, the authors describe the forced yawing technique, especially the mechanism of 

the yawing oscillator and measuring system, by which the stability derivatives of a ship model are 

measured. 

In order to compare the derivatives obtained by this method with the ones obtained by the rotating 

arm technique, the authors carried out the experiments in low frequency range. As a result 

of these tests, a fairly well agreement between both data was recognized. 

In addition, the authors discuss that what kinds of motions are to be given to a ship model in 

order to get data more accurately and easily.

1 Introduction

In dealing with the response of ships to periodical rudder movement or disturbance caused by waves, 

it becomes necessary to evaluate the stability derivatives as frequency dependents. For this purpose, a 

forced yawing technique is thought most suitable . This technique also has a merit that it is applicable 

in regular towing tanks. The forced yawing technique has been used at DTMB1) for the problems 

of depth control of submerged bodies. This technique was applied to measure the stability derivatives 

of a surface ship in restricted waters at the University of Michigan2). In this case, only a combined 

motion which will be stated later was used. 

The same technique was tested by Paulling3) and Van Leeuwen4) in more refined ways showing that
t
his technique can give reliable values of the stability derivatives as functions of the circular frequency.

A refined type of oscillator5) based on the one which was used by Motora and Couch at the University 

of Michigan has been constructed at the University of Tokyo and has been working since the middle 

of 1964. A ship model of the series 60, Cb=0. 60 of which the stability derivatives were obtained by 

the rotating arm technique at Stevens Institute of Technology was tested by this oscillator. In this paper, 

the authors intend to show the correlation between the stability derivatives obtained by the forced 

yawing technique and the ones obtained by the rotating arm technique.

2 Principle of the forced yawing technique

Using a co-ordinate fixed at the C. G. of a ship, as shown in Fig. 1, a linearized equation of motion

is expressed as follows :

(1 )

where

U : speed of advance

β:drift　 angle
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γ: yaw angular velocity

m+my: virtual mass to the y-axis direction

Iz+Jz: virtual mass moment of inertia about z-axis

Y : hydrodynamic lateral force on the ship, Yβ=
∂Y/

∂β
, Yγ=

∂Y

/∂γ

N : hydrodynamic moment on the ship about z-axis, Nβ=
∂N/

∂β
, Nγ=

∂N/

∂γ

Yo, No ; external force and moment delivered to the ship by the oscillator

α: longitudinal distance between the centre of added mass,  my, and C. G. of the ship

(i ) Pure swaying motion

In this motion a ship model is forced to sway without yawing motion. Therefore  fit only changes 

periodically. Denoting the force and moment which are necessary to confine the ship on this motion 

as Yo and No, and the phase shift of Yo and No to the motion as e1 and £2 respectively, we get :

(2 )

Substituting (2) into (1), we get  :

(3 )

Equating (2) and  (3), we can get the in-phase and out-phase components of Yo and N0.

(4 )

From (4), we can get  m+my, YƒÀ, NƒÀ, myƒ¿ for the specified frequency at which the model was forced 

to sway. 

( ii ) Pure yawing motion 

In this motion the model is forced to yaw and sway so that the drift angle 8 is always kept to be 

zero. 

Therefore

γ=7cosωt,　 β=　0　 (  5  )

Substituting (5) into (1) we get :

(6 )

Similar to the previous case, we get  :

(7 )

(iii ) Combined motion 
All the unknown terms in the equation (1) can be obtained by (i) and  (ii). However the latter is 

found to be quite delicate and contain many causes of scatter of data. 

 Therefore a combined motion is tried to use in place of the pure yawing motion. In the combined 

motion used in this case, a model is forced to yaw around its center of gravity which runs on a straight 

course. i. e. :

γ=γcosωt,β=βcos(ωt一 π/2),γ=β ω (8 )

Substituting (8) into (1) we get
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(9 )

If　 m+my,myα,Yβ and Nβ  are given by the pure sway test, we can get Iz+Jz,Yγ,Nγ and-　 (m+　 mx)　

×U+Yγ. Ship motions given by (i), (ii) and (iii) are shown in  Fig.  2.

3 Yawing oscillator

The set-up of the yawing oscillator is as shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, a ship model attached to•@(3)

is forced to yaw by the periodical rotation of the vertical shaft (11). The model is forced to sway 

simultaneously as the bed (1) slides transversely. The whole set-up is mounted on the towing carriage, 

and the yaw and sway motions are given by scotch yokes (7) and (6). Maximum swaying amplitude is 

350 mm and the max yaw amplitude is 40•K. 

To give a " pure swaying motion", (6) only is adjusted to a specified stroke while (7) is adjusted to 

be zero. If the stroke of (6) is denoted ƒÅs, the ƒÀ in the equation (2) is expressed as follows :

To give a"pure yawing motion", it is necessary to adjust the phase between scotch yokes (7) and•@(6).

Therefore a phase adjuster (8) was provided for this purpose. In the case of pure yawing motion, 

strokes ƒÅs and ƒÅy of the scotch yokes (6) and (7) should satisfy the following relation :

Where a is the arm length of (12) in Fig. 3. To give a combined motion, only (7) is adjusted to be 

specified stroke while the eccentricity of (6) is kept zero.

Pure Swaying Motion

Pure Yawing Motion

Combined Motion

Fig. 2 Definition of Motions Fig. 3 Forced Yawing Apparatus and Phase Analyser
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4 Measuring system

To eliminate the high frequency noise which may be contained in the measured force or moment, a 

harmonic analysis technique similar to the one used by Van Leeuwen and Tanaka6) is employed. 

Side forces Y1 and Y2 acting to the model at the points forward and after the C. G. of the model by 

distance  l are picked up by linear transformers.

Then Side force Y0=　 Y1+　 Y2

Moment 　N0=l　 (Y1-　 Y2)

are produced through an analog computor. 

These  Yo and No are fed as the input to sine-cosine-potentiometers synchronized with the ship motion.

Then we get Y0　cosωt　

Y0　sinωt　

N0　cosωt　

N0　sinωt　

as outputs. 

Integrating these values by an analog computor, we get for  instance  ;

(10)

(10) is a straight line of tangent -
Y0COSε1

/ 2
superposed by a sinusoidal curve of  frequency 2co. Since

the term we like to obtain is Yo cos ei as shown in equation (4), twice of the tangent of the mean curve 

of (10) gives the answer. In a similar way, we get

Y0sinε1,N0cosε2,and　 N0sin　 ε2.

Therefore, we can get the stability derivatives by equation (4), (7) and (9).

5 Results obtained

A  2  m model of series 60, Cb=0. 60 was used. Dimensions of the model are shown in Table 1. 

The radius of gyration K of the model is adjusted to 0.20 of ship length to get more accurate value 

of ship's added moment of inertia.

Stability derivatives are obtained of this model by the rotating arm technique at Stevens Institute 

of Technology 7). 

Table 1 Characteristics of the Model
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Fig.　 4　 my'一 ω'　curve Fig.　 5　 Y'β 一 ω'　curve

Fig.　 6　 Nβ'一 ω'　curve Fig.　 7　 α'一 ω'　curve
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Fig.　 8　 Jz'-ω'　 curve Fig.　 9　 Yγ'-ω'　 curve

Fig.　 10　 Nγ'-ω'　 curve Fig.　 11　 (my-mx)　 U+Yγ ～ ω　curve
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For the condition of the model, two conditions-one is with rudder and without propeller and the other 

is with rudder and propeller-were chosen. 

For the revolution of the propeller, a self propelling condition was chosen. 

For the ship speed,  Fn=0.  10 and 0. 20 were tested for each condition. 

As to the magnitudes of ƒÀ and r, the following ranges were chosen to keep the motion in a liner 

range.

Stability derivatives obtained are as shown in Figs. 4•`14, where symbols mean :

一 ｍyαU-Nr　 (kg・m・sec)　

Fig.　 12　 -　myα　U-　 Nγ～ ω　curve

Fig.　13　 (Iz+Jz)　 ω+Nβ/ω ～ ω　curve Fig.　 14　 myα ω+　 Yβ/ω ～ ω　curve
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(11)

As it is expected that the value of a stability derivative at zero frequency should coincide with the 

value of the same derivative obtained from the rotating arm technique, curves of the derivatives vs. 

frequency were extrapolated to zero frequency, and the values at zero frequency thus obtained were 

compared with ones which were obtained by rotating arm tests at Stevens Institute of Technology7) 

as shown in Table 2.

From Table 2, it can be said that values of derivatives obtained by the rotating arm technique and 

the present method agree fairly well. A reasonable agreement between the derivatives for  Cb=0.  70 

model obtained by Van Leeuwen and for Cb=0. 60 model is also recognized. In Figs 4•`14, it can be 

seen that the data points obtained from pure yawing motions show more scatter than the ones obtained 

from pure swaying motions. This scatter of data ontained from pure yawing motion mainly comes 

from the fact that a perfect pure yawing motion is very difficult to realize ;i. e. it is very difficult to

satisfy the relation
ηsω/U=ηy/a

 perfectly. A small changes in U or  ƒÖ will cause the deviation from

β=0, and consequently, the effect of  ƒÀ may be contained in the data as the error.

In examining the possible error caused by existing ƒÀ it will be easily seen that the effect of ƒÀ is 

most apparent for the measurement of Iz+Jz in low frequecy range. Therefore, it will be wiser to 

detect the actual value of ƒÀ and correct the measured values using my, YƒÀ and NƒÀ which are obtained 

by pure swaying motion. 

As stated in Chapter 2, all the derivatives will be obtained from a set of two out of three kinds of 

motions, i. e., pure swaying motion, pure yawing motion, and combined motion. To check the relia-

bility of this technique, values of (my -mx) -myaU-Nr, (Iz+Jz)ƒÖ+ and myƒ¿ƒÖ+ YƒÀ/ƒÖ•@ are

calculated from the derivatives obtained from a set of pure swaying motion and pure yawing motion, 

and are compared with those which are obtained by combined motion as shown in Figs. 11•`14. 

Reasonable agreement will be recognized in those figures. This shows that we can pick up any com-

bination of two out of three kinds of motions. 

In view of difficulties in adjusting for the pure yawing motion, it will be wiser to choose a combination 

of pure swaying motion and combined motion except for very low frequencies where hydrodynamic 

moment caused by swaying is very large compared with inertia moment.

6 Conclusions

Summarizing the discussion, it can be stated 

( 1 ) It was found that the forced yawing technique combined with harmonic analysis can produce 

reliable data of stability derivatives even in low frequency range. 

( 2 ) Stability derivatives obtained by the forced yawing technique as extrapolated to zero frequency

Table 2 Comparison of the Stability Derivatives
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agree very well with the ones obtained by the rotating arm technique. 

(  3  ) The added mass, added moment of inertia and the stability derivatives are obtained from a 
combination of two out of three kinds of motions ; i. e., pure swaying motion, pure yawing motion, and 

combined moton. And it was found that a combination of pure swaying motion and combined motion is 

easy to conduct and also produce more accurate data, except at very low frequency.
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